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EDITORIAL
We are excited to say as Editors of the Bulletin, we have committed to
releasing two Bulletin issues a year. This is the first issue of the year on
Teacher Education and ESD. The second issue will be released in
November/ December 2018 focusing on community and school ESD
activities. We have six articles in this issue. The six articles draws on
the Change Projects initiated or scaled up in the ‘Sustainability Starts
with Teachers’ Programme. Many thanks to all contributors to the
current issue.

Dr.
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The first article by Caleb Mandikonza introduces the Sustainability
Starts with Teachers programme, as a programme that aimed at
building capacity and momentum for curriculum innovation and
transformation in secondary teacher training in the Global Action
Programme (GAP) for ESD. The article by J.N Neumbo, R. Vaida, A.
Amakali, O. Ghiassi-Razavi and E.O. Anyolo draws on their Change
Project titled “Knowing the nearest” at the Hifikepunye Pohamba
Campus, Namibia. The Change Project engages staff and students at
the campus with their immediate environment as a means of
recognizing and utilising local resources and challenges related to ESD
and practices
S.Z. Ntshangase and C. Makgabo’s article is based on the Change
Project that appreciates the linguistic and cultural diversity in African
Languages at the University of Pretoria, South Africa. Through
their Change Project, students have developed knowledge of
religions, cultures and lifestyles different to their own, ability to
write their own stories, perform different cultural activities,
write and recite poems and their values towards respecting,
appreciating and celebrating our diversity.

Dr Si
rkka

Tshin
ingay
amw
e
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ibia

Lilian Chipatu ’s Change Project focuses on reorienting the EE
Community Practicum to Address Sustainability needs of Diverse
Labour Market in Zambia. She explains in the article how the EE
Community Practicum which is an industrial attachment activity
allows third year EE students to acquire new EE experiences from
different institutions.
Tiffany Banda’s article focuses on the EJSC Change Project as one of
the of the initiatives of the Chancellor College of the University of
Malawi. The Change Project was born as a product of the 2014 ESD
Workshop in Windhoek, Namibia. The article appreciates an
interdisciplinary approach to impacting the institution with ESD
values. The last article by Sirkka Tshiningayamwe highlights the
potential scaling of ESD in teacher education in the SADC region
beyond the Global Action Programme.

This Bulletin is ours!!!
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FEATURE
Message from the President
African Journal of Environmental Education
(SAJEE).

As a UNESCO a member of Partner Networks of
the Global Action Programme on ESD
participating in priority 3 (Building capacities of
educators and trainers – increasing the capacities
of educators and trainers to more effectively
deliver ESD) EEASA encourages sharing of local
activities so that we can influence global policies.

EEASA President: Mumsie Gumede

The global community under the auspices of
UNESCO has completed three years of the post
UN Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development (UNDESD) Global Action
Programme (GAP). Teacher education is one of
EEASA’s commitments to support the 5 GAP
priority areas.

Let us honour and follow in the footsteps
of our predecessors who had a vision of a
holistic environmental education and
“volunteered their time, resources and
intellectual capacity to introduce, develop and
implement processes that raised the profile of
environmental education on to education for
sustainable development (Irwin 2007)”(http://
eeasa.org.za/home/about-us/history-ofeeasa/)

This EEASA Bulletin is one of the ways we are
using to showcase and reflect on the context,
programmes, and activities of scaling or
mainstreaming ESD in teacher training in the
SADC sub-region and beyond. These are stories
of introducing or strengthening ESD in teacher
training programmes. It is envisaged that there
will be more stories from institutions,
organisations and individuals that provide insights
which will shape in-service and pre-service ESD
programmes for current and future teachers.

I reiterate my call to ALL to grow the
Association wherever they are and to share
their activities through the various EEASA
media. Please visit our website http://
eeasa.org.za/ and our Facebook page https://
www.facebook.com/sadc.eesa/ or email
the secretariat at eeasa@eeasa.org.za

Reflecting alone is not enough, let us use other
platforms to shape more reflexivity in our practice.
I am inviting Trainers of Trainers to use the
EEASA conference to engage with their curricula,
the support their students reflect on their learning,
and to support them to share their stories in this
platform and academic platforms like Southern

We are EEASA and EEASA is us: “no one
should be left behind”!
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FEATURES
Sustainability Starts with Teachers: Building capacity and momentum for
curriculum innovation and transformation in secondary teacher training in the
Global Action Programme (GAP) for ESD
Caleb Mandikonza, South Africa

Just as the rest of the world southern Africa is
reeling from environment and development
concerns that have implications for
sustainability and the ways that the southern
Africa sub-region could address the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (http://
www.globalgoals.org/ ). Among these
concerns are issues of poverty and poverty
eradication; climate change and climate
related development; health; biodiversity
concerns; water security and water equity;
food security and food sovereignty; gender;
governance and concerns about communities
that tend to be more disparate and feuding
instead of collaborating for the common good.
Education for sustainable development (ESD)
is perceived as a form of education that builds
greater understanding of all these concerns
and builds capacity for humans to individually
and collaboratively respond to both contextual
and global concerns.
Even though the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development (DESD) 2005-2014
managed to raise awareness and capacity,
institutions globally are

noted to be at different levels of understanding
and implementing ESD.
Goal 3 of the Global Action Programme
(GAP) for ESD talks to capacity development
of institutions and individuals. Sustainability
Starts with Teachers (SST) is a programme
that emerged out of the UNESCO Regional
office for Southern Africa (ROSA), in
partnership with the Southern African
Regional Universities Association (SARUA),
Rhodes University’s Environment Learning
and Research Centre (ELRC) and the Swedish
International Centre for Education for
Sustainable Development (SWEDESD). The
SST programme which addresses Goal 4 of
the Sustainable Development Goals, aiming to
“Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning for
all” involves sixty (60) Secondary Teacher
Education Institutions (TEI’s) from nine (9)
countries in the sub-region.
Teacher Educators from the sixty member
institutions are involved in a capacity
development process that engaged them with a
change project. The change project was
viewed as any project or process which
“…..brings about change in TEI’s policy,
strategy, curriculum, learning programmes,
learning environments or TEI-community
re l a t i o n s h i p s , w i t h i m p l i c a t i o n s f o r
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sustainable development ‘on the ground.’”
The change project is therefore a tool that is
used to engage course participants, in this
case, Teacher Educators, in reflexive
engagement with their practice. Working with
colleagues prior to attending the residential
phase, course participants come up with an
intended ESD change project. The change
project enables course participants to come up
with better Teacher Education practices that
respond to environment and sustainability,
within their institutional community of
practice. Therefore, even though the change
project is led by an individual, it is a collective
institutional effort. The residential course
phase provides participants with the
conceptual and practical knowledge
engagements that support the intended change
project. Course participants constantly reflect
on their developing change project ideas and
modify their change project, appropriately.
The UNESCO ESD Goals Learning
Objectives (http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/
0024/002474/247444e.pdf ) were used as one
of the guiding pillars for developing
understanding on teaching and learning as
well as assessment.

clusters. Teacher educators from the first
cluster (Botswana, Malawi, Namibia,
Zimbabwe and Zambia) had their residential
course phase in Zambia during the period June
5-10 June 2017.

!
Fig. 2: Picture of Teacher Educators from
partner institutions that attended the southern
cluster in Swaziland (17-22 July, 2017).
Teacher educators from partner countries of
the southern cluster (Lesotho, Mozambique,
South Africa and Swaziland) had the
residential course in Swaziland during the
period 17-22 July 2017. Members from the 60
partner institutions developed and took home a
change project each which they are
implementing in their teacher education
practice. During the residential course, teacher
educators were involved in different learning
activities, including excursions as shown in
the following pictures.

!
Fig.1: Picture of Teacher Educators from
partner institutions that attended the northern
cluster in Zambia (5-10 June, 2017).
!

The capacity development process was kicked
off with a residential four-day course where
member countries were divided into two

Fig.3: Picture of Teacher Educators reflecting
on their developing change project ideas in
Zambia
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!
Fig. 4: Picture of Teacher Educators engaged
in content enrichment in Swaziland
Change projects varied considerably,
depending on the expertise of the Teacher
Educators and their professions. Notably are
those that entailed integrating ESD content
and practices into current courses; some are
looking at transforming assessment practices;
some were more inclined at building stronger
school-community learning relationships;
some are working on capacity building of
colleagues in ESD in faculties of education;
while some are starting to interrogate their
research practices in order to further their ESD
interests. Course participants also showed
interest in addition of new courses that
respond to environment and development
concerns; changes in sustainability practices
that have implications for teaching and
learning such as water management; sewage
management and responding to biodiversity
loss; as well as engaging some SDGs such as
youth, gender and poverty through education.
Teacher educators will report on developments
of their change projects in February 2017.

The SST also led to development of an ESD
Reference group, a network of academics and
practitioners who have strong background and
competences in Education for Sustainable
Development. The ESD Reference group
worked on the framework and materials of the
SST course which they also facilitated. This is
a repository of knowledge that can be taped
into for future ESD capacity development
activities.
The change projects designed through the
Sustainability Starts with Teachers programme
have already started showing different
contextual interests to mainstreaming ESD,
pointing out the contextual nature of ESD, of
institutional ESD interests and the focus on
ESD practices. It is also emerging from these
change projects that the variety of approaches
to mainstreaming Education for Sustainable
Development in the SADC contexts have
different implications for scaling in the Global
Action Programme for ESD. These
implications need to be understood more
closely since they constitute different
c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o Te a c h e r E d u c a t i o n
institutional practices that have potential to
support learning processes for achieving
quality education and achievement of the
Sustainable Development Goals.
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FEATURES
Knowing the nearest: Reducing, re-using and recycling paper informed
by indigenous marula fruit by-product utilisation practices
J.N Neumbo, R. Vaida, A. Amakali, O. Ghiassi-Razavi and E.O. Anyolo, Namibia

Introduction/background
The Hifikepunye Pohamba (HP) Campus of
the University of Namibia (UNAM) is mainly
concerned with the training of teachers for all
school phases in Namibia. It is situated in
North-Central Namibia and it has
approximately 1000 student teachers, 80
academic staff members and 25 administrative
staff members.
Some academic staff members participated in
a change project workshop in 2014
culminating in the formation of a project titled
“Knowing the nearest” (KNT) at the
Hifikepunye Pohamba Campus. It aspired to
engage staff and students with their immediate
environment as a means of recognizing and
utilising local resources and challenges related
to education for sustainable development
(ESD) and practices. The title of the project
compelled us to engage with and use existing
learning networks to create and encourage
diversity of learning. Through this orientation,
diverse forms of knowledge can be brought
together aimed at exploring sustainable and
relevant ways of knowing and creatively
engaging

1

with reality. The overall objective is to open
up a space for students, academic staff and the
community to meet their socio-ecological
problems and use these problems to create
learning networks rooted in place.
The development of a more “paper use”
sustainable HP campus was chosen to engage
students and staff in developing and learning
about sustainable practices rooted in
indigenous ways of knowing and doing. To
realise this, we borrowed from the wellestablished indigenous product value chain of
the marula tree (Sclerocarya birrea subsp.
caffra) where by-products are not seen as
waste, but rather as valuable commodities.
Using indigenous practice as a foundation:
The marula fruit utilization
When the marula fruit ripens, a whole chain of
valuable products emerges. The first product is
the marula juice (omaongo 1, oshinwa) which
is extracted from the ripe fruit. The skin of the
fruit is used as animal fodder. The subsequent
product is the marula oil (odjove) that is
extracted from the kernels (omahuku). The
residue (edi) that remains after the extraction
is used as soup/condiment. Finally, the empty
kernels are used as cooking fuel.

All the words in parenthesis are in the Oshiwambo language.
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!

!

Marula fruit

!

Marula juice

Fig. 2: Printing/photocopy station with the
paper recycling collecting box
!

!

Paper recycle bins were placed at all printing/
photocopy stations and an external recycling
company collected used office paper
fortnightly for recycling purposes. About 65
kg of paper was collected every second week.

Marula nut

!

Kernels

Marula oil

Reducing
The settings on the printers were set by default
to have duplex printing (see Figure 3). Users
can override the default setting and print
single-sided when necessary.

Fig. 1: Products obtained from the marula
fruit tree
It is clearly evident that all by-products of the
fruit are utilised and not discarded as garbage.
This practice informed the change project to
provide an alternative view of using paper
waste generated on our campus.
KNT: Recycling, reducing and re-using
Recycling
The HP campus has three self-service printing/
photocopying stations. One of these stations is
depicted in Figure 2:

!
Fig. 3: Duplex default settings on network
printers
In order to encourage staff members to reduce,
re-use and recycle paper, they were alerted to
their individual and HP campus environmental
printing impact (see Figure 4) during a
workshop.
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be used by the residents
settlements for cooking and
environmental degradation.
out to investigate the most
produce these fire bricks.

in the informal
heating to reduce
The students set
viable method to

Some pictures of students during PBL making
paper firebricks:
!
Fig. 4: Visualising printing impact of staff
members and organization
Figure 4 shows the number of trees, amount of
CO2 emitted and energy used to produce the
amount of paper that HP campus used. Figure
4 also shows individual staff members’
contribution to the campus’ environmental
impact. These statistics were obtained from
the PaperCut printing management software
and is easily accessible to all staff members at
any point in time.

A

D

!

C

!

Fig. 5 : A: Shredding paper, B; mixing paper
with water, C: dried firebricks and D: testing
firebricks

Re-using
Project-based learning (PBL) is a crosscurricular module offered at UNAM and it
requires students to work in groups. In PBL
students are required to plan and design a
project in groups over an extended period of
time aimed at producing a tangible product
and present this product to academic staff and
their peers. Students were challenged to find
ways to re-use paper and paper products.
As part of the change project, the students
conducted an environmental audit in an
informal settlement and observed that the
residents use biomass such as wood,
camelthorn pods, cow dung etc. as well as
plastic for cooking and heating. They
proposed that paper waste generated from
offices and the kitchen of HP campus can be
utilised to produce paper fire bricks that can

B

Figure 6 below shows the students presenting
the results from their research as well as the
product.

!
Fig. 6: Students presenting the paper fire
bricks project for PBL
They found that paper fire bricks are viable
options to use for cooking and heating.
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Looking ahead: Papercrete efficient stoves
Papercrete is a mixture of paper (pulped),
cement and sand/clay among other
ingredients. The next step in our change
project is to investigate the insulation value of
papercrete, as well as the possibility of using
papercrete to make efficient stoves. Different
mixtures will be tested to identify the most
suitable design and then develop an efficient
stove made from the mixture.
Linking indigenous practices to KNT
The marula fruit by-product utilisation chain
provided us with a clear guideline to utilise
paper on HP campus. Figure 5 shows the flow
chart of the products of the marula fruit.

!
Fig. 7: Marula tree products value chain
Similarly, HP Campus adopted this indigenous
practice as a guiding principle to view and
manage paper waste, the green lines in Figure
6 shows the benefits derived:

!
Fig. 8: Re-imagining office paper waste
management practices at HP Campus
Conclusion
The marula fruit utilisation is a local
indigenous practice which is an integral part of
upbringing for most of our students. By using
this nearest practice, diverse forms of learning
came together and it resulted in learning that is
embedded within a familiar practice. All
stakeholders learned that it is crucial to look at
the immediate environment and see the
potential learning processes that can be
obtained therefrom because many-a-times
solutions are embedded within the immediate
locale.
Recommendations
1. Possible extension to the schools
where our students do their teaching
practice thus making ‘education for
sustainability’ practical rather than
theoretical.
2. To extend the initiatives raised by
students and staff in addressing issues
related to their immediate environment
and to do so sustainably.
3. To involve more of our students to
initiate and implement short projects
for their PBL.
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FEATURES
Appreciating our linguistic and cultural diversity in African
Languages at the University of Pretoria
S.Z. Ntshangase and C. Makgabo, South Africa

Introduction
In 1994, South Africa introduced its new
democratic dispensation and all the citizens of
this country were given their political
freedom. However, due to centuries of
colonial rule and polarisation of society along
the lines of race, language and culture, South
African schools and universities are still faced
with the challenge of promoting linguistic and
cultural diversity. It is clear from the way
things have been done since the dawn of
democracy that although the language policies
are there to promote multilingualism, the
majority of schools and universities are
resistant to change. These institutions are led
by people who are mostly ignorant of the
value of linguistic and cultural diversity in
building a cohesive society.

It is against this

background that the Department of African
languages at University of Pretoria decided to
introduce a change project and its overall
objectives are:

1. To address cultural and linguistic
diversity issues that exist amongst the
African languages of South Africa.
2. To inform lecturers, students and
parents on how to be socially
inclusive.
3. To celebrate our linguistic and cultural
diversity.
4. To challenge tribalism and stereotypes
associated with various African
cultural and linguistic groups in South
Africa.
Global Goals
This is an Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD) change project, which
focuses on Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) 4 – quality education that will lead to a
more equal society, SDG 10. There is no doubt
that South Africa is rich in diversity. Our
languages, cultures, races and beliefs all differ.
The ideals of ESD cannot be optimally
achieved if these differences are not
celebrated.
Expected outcomes
By the end of this project we plan for:
Students to have developed:
▪ Their knowledge of religions, cultures
and lifestyles different to their own.
12

▪ Ability to write their own stories,
perform different cultural activities,
write and recite poems.
▪ Their values towards respecting,
appreciating and celebrating our
diversity.
Parents/Guardians to have developed:
▪ Their knowledge of diversity that
makes our country.
▪ Their ability to engage with their
children on topics of diversity, respect
and appreciation.
▪ Their own understanding of cultures in
our country and how to positively
position their children to be diverse
and inclusive future generation.
Lecturers to have developed:
▪ Their ability to teach in a linguistically
and culturally diverse classroom.
▪ Their skills in supporting students and
learners whose home languages are not
the medium of instruction.
▪ Their values of teaching from an
unbiased approach without stereotypes
and with good subject knowledge of
culture and language in the classroom.
Ways of implementation
There are 9 official African languages of
South Africa – spoken by our students. The
University of Pretoria offers 4 of these
languages as subjects (i.e. isiZulu, isiNdebele,
Setswana and Sepedi). To ensure that all
languages are represented, our Change Project
will incorporate the following activities:
1. African languages day; and

2. Information session
The Cultural Day Celebration – will take place
on 22 September 2018, thereafter it will be
celebrated annually on the Heritage month of
September, at University of Pretoria,
Groenklof Campus.
The day will encompass both entertainment
and an informative session in the following
settings: performance from the choir and solo
artists; dance routines from various cultural
clubs; art displays or exhibitions (isiNdebele
beading and painting, isiZulu pots and
bracelets, etc.); story telling sessions
(traditional isiZulu or isiNdebele and
traditional Sepedi or Setswana, etc.).
Students from University of Pretoria,
University of South Africa and Tswane
University of Technology were invited to
participate in the cultural day celebration.
Students were asked to send copies of their
original poems, short stories and folktales.
Best stories and poems will be published in a
form of a book. This will address the issue of
shortage of stories and poems written in
African languages that are addressing the
current local and global issues such as
discrimination, education, xenophobia,
t e e n a g e p r e g n a n c y, p o v e r t y, n a t u r e
preservation, language and politics, as well as
many other social ills and injustices.
The following poem is an example of
submissions made by University of Pretoria
3rd year students, 2018. It is written in isiZulu
and was translated into English by Dr
Ntshangase, Lecturer at University of Pretoria,
Department of Humanities Education.
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MTHOMBO WOLWAZI
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Wena owembethe ukukhanya!
Wena owumthombo kawonkewonke,
Yize singawukhi sonke.
Sithe sisabhekile qhamukiyane izinselelo zakho,
Sagqigqa kungemgqigqo singaphumi nasu,
izithelo do!
Kanti wena Mfundo eseqophelweni ukhetha
iphela emasini yini?
Abanye bakutapa mihla namalanga,
Kodwa thina useqa sikubhekile.
Engani oSteve Biko, noSolomon Mahlangu,
noHector Peterson bafela wena.
Ukhamisephi kanti ulokhu weza uyizulu yini?
Ngikhihla esikaNandi uma ngihlaziya
ukungalingani kwakho Mfundo
Kodwa kuthiwa sikhululekile.
Kanti kuhlupheka wasizondani?
Lafa elihle kakhulu!
Lafa elikaPhunga noMageba!
Intsha seyaphunduka omahlalela madoda!
Amathuba omsebenzi ngabasemzini.
Iziqu sezalala uthuli, bheka!.
Wo hhe! Lafa elihle kakhulu!
Ukulala kwekati eziko sekwaba insakuvukela,
umchilo wesidwaba.
Abazali sebakhala bazithulisa zimali zabo
ezacwila befundisa.
Baze balibeke ngembaba: “Zaziyoba yimbewu
enhle yokuhlwanyela amabhizinisi.”
Izingane zikhala ubumayemaye!
Zithuka impilo ebingelela ngobubha.
Wo hhe! Lafa elikaMthaniya, Madoda!
Maye! Kazi soneni kangaka?
Kazi sadlani kabana, mhlampe abanye bayazi?
Kufanele Senzeni ukuze samukeleke nathi
zichaka?
Asizikhethelanga nje, sazalwa sinje!
Usifulatheleleni wena mthombo wokukhanya?
Uvunelani abezambaze likampondo
Nalo livuna abathize elibakhethe ngokwebala?
Siyakufuna sonke Mfundo eseqophelweni
eliphezulu.
Sange, usigone, usimbambathe nathi
owawusivalele ngaphandle,
Sinothise ngomnotho wolwazi, ze ikusasa lethu
lingasabalwa nobubha!

Conclusion
Living in a country such as South Africa
demands that both students and staff are well
educated in issues of transformation and
diversity. Universities are, however, propelled
to abide to the practices that are not inclusive
of all cultures and are also limited by
resources, staff, skills and financial resources
which have thus informed university policies
to embracing only the English culture.
However, it is not just English students who
are forming the demographics of these
institutions. We, therefore, need to create an

THE WELL OF KNOWLEDGE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

You, who is wearing the light!
You, who is supposed to be the well that feeds
everyone,
But not everyone drinks from you.
Just when we were eager to drink from you, you
turned us away,
We begged you to hear our cries, but all was in
vain.
Are you, quality education, reserved only for the
chosen few?
Some have easy access to you, every day.
But you just walk pass us, in an instant,
Although Steve Biko, Solomon Mahlangu and
Hector Peterson died so that we have access to
you.
Good education, are you still coming?
I cry uncontrollably when I think of inequality in
education.
We all have freedom, so they say!
Why are we swimming in poverty, then?
Cry our beloved country!
Cry daughters and sons of this land!
The youth is idling – with nothing to do!
Job opportunities are nowhere to be found!
Their qualifications are collecting dust!
Cry our beloved country!
Poverty is their daily bread.
Parents are crying over their money they paid
sending their children to school.
They say: “Only if we had invested it in
businesses.”
The youth is agitated.
They curse the life of poverty!
Cry our beloved country!
What have we done to get this?
Have we sinned so badly? Who knows?
What must we do as the poor – to get recognition?
We did not choose to be poor; we were born into
poverty!
Why did you turn your back on us, you, the well of
light?
Why do you side with the rich?
Why richness only goes to the chosen few, based
on the colour of their skin?
We all eager to get you! You top quality education.
Hug us; embrace us; and console us, the ones who
were deprived before.
Give us the riches of knowledge, so that we rise
from the ashes of poverty.

opportunity for other cultures to grow and
flourish. We, therefore, need to create an
opportunity for other cultures to grow and
flourish. We believe that celebrating the
African Languages Cultural Day is the
beginning of good things to come and that it
addresses both the issues of supporting and
celebrating diversity.
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FEATURES
Reorienting The Environmental Education (EE) Community Practicum to Address
Sustainability needs of Diverse Labour Market
Lilian Chipatu, Zambia

Background
EE Community Practicum is an industrial
attachment activity where third year EE
students are attached to various institutions of
their choice. EE Community Practicum allows
students to acquire new experiences from
different institutions they get attached to
considering that it is these same institutions
that are prospective employers of the EE
students after their completion of programme
and their graduation. Towards the end of the
industrial attachment, each student is visited
by a lecturer from the Department of
Language and Social Sciences Education, the
department under which the programme falls.
Key Issues Identified
The following were the key issues identified:
•

•

•

Use of inappropriate teaching methods
to prepare EE students for community
practicum.
Use of inappropriate assessment
s t r a t e g i e s t o a s s e s s s t u d e n t ’s
performance during peer teaching.
Inadequate content to meet demands of
the diverse labour market.

The Sustainable Developments Goals
(SDG's)
The change project is in line with the
following SDG’S:
•

SDG 4 target 4.4 and 4.7 respectively
and also SDG 8 target 8.6.

•

GAP priority action area 3

Both SDGS have aspects that address
education, training and employment. The
focus of the change project was on reorienting
pedagogy, content and assessment to address
sustainability concerns.
What has been done
There are a number of activities that were
planned for in this change project. The
activities that have been done so far include:
•

Team teaching and Peer Review.

•

Identification of key issues and
stakeholders.

•

Policy and context review has been
done; SDG 4 and GAP priority area 3.

•

Workshops on finding out methods,
can do methods and trying out methods

•

Review of reports from Institutions.
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different courses e.g. parts and the
whole.
•

Helped teacher educators learn ways
that they could use to assess student
teachers on EE practicum.

•

The project has made me to reflect on
pedagogy and ultimately enforce
changes in my approach to teaching.

•

The goal of my institution is to provide
relevant higher education through
teaching thus the project has
contributed by equipping me with new
insights that are relevant to higher
education.

!
Fig. 1: One of University Lecturer during
Team Teaching

Types of Values
At this stage of the change project, these are
the values that have been gained.
!
Fig. 2: A Workshop on Trying Out Methods at
University of Zambia

•

Immediate values – working with
community of practice and new
knowledge.eg assessment

•

Potential values

•

Applied values – putting into practice
what has been learnt throughout the
process of the project.

Value Creating
•

•

This project has helped teacher
educators to learn from each other and
also share information through team
teaching.
Helped teacher educators to get
engaged in participatory approaches
and methods that are helpful for EE
students.

•

Helped educators to learn how ESD
can be incorporated in other subject
areas.

•

Book and soft copies materials were
key on how ESD could be integrated in

Assessment
The following were used as assessment tools:
•

Process portfolio

•

Peer Assessment

•

Self-Assessment

Challenges
Team teaching is normally conducted with
regular students. However, the University of
Zambia had been on a long vacation and so
team teaching and peer review has been on
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hold. However, team teaching resumed after
the University opened.
Scaling
In line with SDG 4.7, we intend to replicate
the integration of ESD concepts in different
departments within the school of education.
This will be done by the community of
practice conducting workshops in their various
departments.

Way Forward
•

Integration of sustainable development
into course content and assessment
practices.

•

Sharing good practices and Working
together.

The way forward will be achieved through
conducting of more workshops and
networking with community of practice.
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FEATURES
ESD Change Project Malawi -Environmental Justice & Sustainability Clinic
(EJSC)
Tiffany Banda, Malawi

EJSC is one of the initiatives born as a product
of the 2014 ESD Workshop in Windhoek,
Namibia aimed at inculcating ESD values at
Chancellor College of the University of
Malawi. Through an interdisciplinary
approach to impacting the institution with
ESD values, EJSC established itself drawing
from three faculties on the campus, namely
Faculties of education, Law and Science. It set
out among other things to:
•

Impart knowledge to students and
members of the surrounding
communities on environment
management

•

provide leadership and hands-on
experience to the students by getting
them involved both in academic as
well as community engagement
resulting in positive change around
them

•

Work with communities through
engaging of community leaders on
positive indigenous practices that
could be incorporated in the quest to
preserve and conserve the environment

Through community engagements such as
cleaning up exercises, re-afforestation and
running of environmental legal clinics, EJSC
has had impact not only on the students
involved but also on the surrounding
communities. On the part of the students,
EJSC has produced students who:
•

•

reason of coming up with solutions
(Viewing themselves as agents of
positive change)

•

are creative in delivering lessons
effectively

•

value the role of engaging across
disciplines and able to interact and
impact the communities in a positive
manner

•

Make contributions to the wider sector
through affiliation with bodies such as
RCE.

With regards to future plans, EJSC hopes to
Scale up of the project both horizontally and
vertically through networking with other
institutions of learning to create a national
community of practice with whom we would
work together towards meeting the 5 priority
action areas of the GAP.

EJSC represented during the Climate
Change week

rather that depending on rote learning
can question the status quo and
critically confront issues with the sole
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FEATURES
Scaling ESD in Teacher Education in the SADC region - beyond the GAP
Sirkka Tshiningayamwe, Namibia

The History of ESD in teacher education
started in in the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) in the
1990s. In 1997 the SADC Regional
Environmental Education Programme was
established as an intergovernmental
programme to implement the region’s
government’s commitments to sustainable
development through education. The main
objectives of SADC REEP were ESD policy
development, material development and
capacity building and networking.
A change - oriented professional development
model was used to develop a SADC ESD
teacher education network. In 2013, the
Swedish International Centre of ESD
(SWEDESD) partnered with this network to
support regional ESD teacher education work
and extend the Change - Project focus of the
network across the region. The Change Project
approach was extended in the ‘Sustainability
Starts with Teachers’ programme. This was a
flagship programme of the UNESCO Global
Action Programme on Education for
Sustainable Development. The programme
was implemented by the UNESCO Regional
Office for Southern Africa in partnership with
the Southern African Regional Universities
Association, the Environmental Learning
Research Centre at Rhodes University,

SWEDESD, and higher education institutions
from nine southern African countries. The
flagship programme provided a learning
network for teacher education institutions to
drive curriculum innovation and
transformation in secondary teacher education
towards transformation and sustainability.
During its formal duration (October 2016 –
March 2018), Sustainability Starts with
Teachers was successful in bringing together
stalwart ESD practitioners from the region
with new emerging teacher educators, in order
to understand ESD and its implications, to
engage with the requirements of SDG 4, and
to develop situated, practical Change Projects
to being the process of curriculum innovation.
The programme contributed to scaling efforts
for ESD in the GAP, by enlarging the number
of ESD practitioners and expanding on teacher
education practices, to embrace sustainability.
Upon the review process of the Sustainability
starts with Teachers programme in March
2018, all participants agreed that the
programme was only a start of a process of
curriculum innovation and enhanced ESD in
southern Africa. Opportunities thus exists
during the Post-GAP for the SADC region to
expand ESD in teacher education to other
SADC countries, and other teacher education
institutions within the nine countries that
participated in the programme activities.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hot!!! 36th EEASA Conference in 2018
Final Announcement

The Government of the Republic of Zambia through the Zambia Environmental
Management Agency (ZEMA) and in collaboration with the Zambia Network for
Environmental Educators and Practitioners (ZANEEP) invites you to the 36th Conference
for the Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA) to be held in
Livingstone from 17th to 21st September, 2018. Educators, practitioners and supporters of
Education foe Sustainable Development (ESD) are invited to submit abstracts of short
presentations, workshops, or other format to be considered for the 2018 Conference. The
Conference will be held under the theme: “Rethinking Education for Sustainable
Development: A Key to Our Future”. Look out for details of this conference and the Call
for Abstracts which will come out shortly. Check out the revamped EEASA website
(www.eeasa.org.za ) for the conference details soon. Also keep in touch with our Facebook
page (Look for Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa- EEASA and
like our page if you haven’t done so yet).

2017, Maun, Botswana
The 35th EEASA Annual Conference was hosted by the National Environmental
Education Committee (NEEC) of Botswana. The leading institutions are the Department o
Environmental Affairs (DEA) and the Department of Curriculum Development and
Evaluation (CDE). The conference theme was “Enhancing Quality Education through
Environmental Education/ Education for Sustainable Development” was held at Maun
Lodge, in Maun, Botswana during the period 18-22 September 2017.
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Expected of EEASA 2018
Livingstone, Zambia excursions

Do not miss out on the unique scenery of
Zambia at EEASA 2018!!!!
For many years, Livingstone town was the
Railway Capital of a vast region and much of its
wealth came from the railways. The railway
museum covers history from the days when the
bridge crossed the gorge to the building of the
great TanZam railway in the late 1970s and is
dedicated to preserving Zambia's railway heritage,
the museum also has exhibitions on the history of
the Jewish race in Zambia.
Situated along the upper Zambezi River, Mosi-OaTunya national park includes the Victoria Falls and
stretches for about 12 kilometers up the Zambezi River
above the fall. The park has healthy populations of
zebra, bu alo, gira e, warthog, monkeys, birds and
impala, as well as the occasional elephant that wanders
across from Zimbabwe. With no big cats the major
highlight is the endangered rhino.

The mighty Victoria Falls presents a spectacular sight of awe-inspiring
beauty and grandeur on the Zambezi River, forming the border between
Zambia and Zimbabwe. It was described by the Kololo tribe living in the area
in the 1800’s as ‘Mosi-oa-Tunya’ – ‘The Smoke that Thunders’. In more
modern terms Victoria Falls is known as the greatest curtain of falling water in
the world and is Livingstone’s greatest treasure.
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African Impact’s Eco-Building project in
Livingstone (a stone’s throw from the magni
cent Victoria Falls) is a world- rst and has won
multiple awards for innovation and excellence.
By using plastic bottles and discarded rubbish
to create bricks, you are able to build vital
structures while cleaning and beautifying the
community. This project is seeks to help
reduce waste and the impact of plastic in the
tourist town of Livingstone by creating
innovative eco-bricks
Livingstone’s famous museum is the oldest museum
in Zambia established in 1934 as the David Livingstone
Memorial Museum. The museum has exhibits of
artifacts related to local history and prehistory,
including photographs, musical instruments, and
possessions of David Livingstone, the explorer and
missionary. It is recommended for groups interested in
history and the preservation of culture.

Livingstone reptile park - Situated along the
upper Zambezi River, Mosi-Oa-Tunya national
park includes the Victoria Falls and stretches for
about 12 kilometers up the Zambezi River above
the fall. The park has healthy populations of zebra,
bu alo, gira e, warthog, monkeys, birds and impala,
as well as the occasional elephant that wanders
across from Zimbabwe. With no big cats the major
highlight is the endangered rhino.

Kazungula Bridge and Border Project (KBBP) is a road and rail bridge under
construction over the Zambezi River at Kazungula by governments of Botswana,
Zambia and Zimbabwe. Construction of the bridge to replace the existing ferry was
commissioned in August 2007 by Zambia and Botswana. The project comprises the
construction of road/rail bridge with a span of 932 meters over the Zambezi river and
border facilities in each country and approximately 10 km of bridge approach and
access roads. The USD259.3 million project, which includes international border
facilities in Zambia and Botswana is due to be completed by 2019.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Call for bids to host

Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA) Conference
(2019 and 2020)
The Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA) has successfully
held annual conferences since 1982. EEASA conferences provide a platform for
practitioners to share and learn together; to propose and support campaigns to strengthen
environment and sustainability education; to build and support scholarship in
environmental education and to strengthen the local networks on environmental education
and related sectors.
As a voluntary association run by an elected Council of EEASA members, the
Association uses its annual conferences to strengthen awareness on environment and
sustainability education, engage with and promote the regional voice on global
environment and sustainability related issues, enhance political buy-in for environment
and sustainability
education, and strengthen the membership drive in the countries where they are held. For
this reason, attempt has been made to encourage most of the southern African countries to
host the conference. Conferences have been hosted by a variety of institutions and
organisations in southern African countries including Botswana, Malawi, Namibia,
Swaziland, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. EEASA has also successfully hosted
the World Environmental Education Congress.
The EEASA Council is inviting member states to submit bids to host the
Environmental Education Association of Southern Africa (EEASA) conferences for
2019 and 2020, respectively. Guidelines for bidding and hosting are available from the
EEASA Website: www.eeasa.org.za or can be requested from the EEASA Secretary on
eeasa@eeasa.org.za
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Guidlines for EEASA Bulletin
1. Any contributions relating to environmental education are welcome. These may include articles, reports from EE
projects, working groups or local networks, activity ideas, resource reviews, letters, requests, comments, drawings,
photographs or creative writing. Please note that this Bulletin focuses on Environmental Education. Articles about
environmental topics (such as mining, agriculture, water pollution, hunting etc.) must have a clear and substantial focus
on the educational dimension of that topic.
2. Articles will be accepted in any southern African official language. If articles are written in a language other than
English, please provide a short English summary.
3. Please write articles in a smooth-flowing style suitable for a magazine. Avoid using the format of a research report or
assignment.
4. Please have the article carefully proofreaD for spelling, language and typing errors before submitting it for publication.
5. In order for readers to contact you please include your name, e-mail address and telephone and fax numbers.
6. Editing will be kept to a minimum. However, where the readability or meaning of an article is unclear, the editors
reserve the right to edit the text.
7. Please e-mail articles as EEASA now works with electronic copies only.
8. Please provide a complete reference list if authors or publications are referred to in your article. Provide surname and
initial of author, the title of the article and journal or book, name of publisher, date and place of publication.
9. You are encouraged to include good quality diagrams, drawings, cartoons, photographs and logos to enhance the
text.
10. While original articles are preferred, articles published elsewhere will be accepted if they are of particular interest to
readers. Contributors are responsible for obtaining permission to reprint such articles to ensure that copyright is not
infringed. The editor should be informed as to the source of the article, so this can be acknowledged.
11. Articles should not exceed 4 typed pages using 11 Arial or 12 Times New Roman or 12 Calibri.
Please send all contributions to: EEASA Secretariat, eeasa@eeasa.org.za

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sadc.eesa?ref=hl
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EEASA COMITTEE FOR 2017- 2018

Ms Mumsie Sibusisiwe
Gumede

Mr Tichaona Pesanayi

Ms Chama Mwansa

Mrs Patricia Marsh Umeche
Dr Caleb Madikonza

Ms Keneilwe Mathaba

Dr Muchaiteyi Togo

Dr Alex Kanyimba

Prof Mphemalang
Joseph Ketlhoilwe

Prof Eureta Rosenberg

Dr Ntha Silo

Prof Heila Lotz-Sisitka

Mr Pandelani Dzhugudzha

For more details on council please visit our website:
http://eeasa.org.za/home/about-us/council/
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